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Led by two Southeast Asian Womxn learning to live

unapologetically in a culture that tells us otherwise, this

podcast is centered around the topics of sex, intimacy,

trauma, healing and anything else we didn’t learn from our

mothers.

 

Our show normalizes taboo topics while sharing tools for

healing that the audience can use towards living their best

unapologetic life.

Our first season touched upon sex, virginity, cheating, watching porn, nonmonagmy and much more. 

We prioritize the Southeast Asian American experience and will include guests to talk about queerness,

celibacy, sex work, therapy, trauma, and an infinite number of topics that fall under the theme of our

show.

A common thread amongst Asian American womxn and girls is

that from a young age we were not learning about sex,

relationships, and mental health from our mothers.  

 



IMPORTANCE 

IMPACT

 

 

The world needs to hear this podcast

because we need to normalize

“uncomfortable” conversations around sex,

intimacy, and healing. 

 

We focus on sex and intimacy because

Asian womxn are hypersexualized in the

media, yet we are ostracized for talking

about our sexual liberation. 

 

We talk about mental health and healing

because Asian womxn are taught to silence

themselves in the face of trauma. This

podcast reclaims our power by removing

shame and allowing our community to talk

candidly about their experiences.
Since the launch of the first season, we

received a number of positive comments,

direct messages, and emails from

community members affirming why this

podcast is so important for young Asian

womxn and girls.  

Our listeners are Asian womxn, womxn of color, and non-men between

the ages of 18 to 35. 

 

96% of our listeners are from the United States living in the following

states: California, New York and Massachusetts.

 A U D I E N C E  

“I never heard asians talk about sex and love and

sex/body positivity like this before.”

"I remember as a kid sitting in a room where

older teens would be talking...this podcast

reminds me a lot about those times. I wish a

younger me could be in the room witnessing their

conversation." 



BRING US TO 
YOUR  SCHOOL! 
DON'T SAY SORRY FOR

EMBRACING YOUR SEXUAL SELF

WORKSHOP

Target audience: high school & college students, Asian-based

cultural groups. 

 

Don’t Say Sorry for Embracing Your Sexual Self will encourage

participants to name their sexual shame and begin to embrace

pleasure and sexuality as asian womxn & non-cismen. The

purpose of this workshop is to create an intentional space for

our audience to share their experiences around sexuality and

embrace their sexual or asexual selves through facilitated

activities.  We want our audience to walk away feeling seen,

validated, and empowered to center their sexual selves.

 

We are open to designing a workshop that is customized to

your specific goals and needs. Feel free to reach out to learn

more!

 

 

 
POSSIBLE TOPICS COVERED

Sex             

Shame

Pleasure

Self-love

 

 
PACKAGE INCLUDE

Minimum 2hr workshop session. 

Honorarium for two facilitators.  

Travel and lodging accommodations. 

 

Identity            

Family

Gender

Societal expectations

 

 

Consent            

Self-love

And more 

 

 



A B O U T  T H E  H O S T S  

CONNECT

@ D O N T S A Y S O R R Y P O D C A S T

 

 

@ J A Y D A _ K I S S E D

@ H A Y L E E T H I K E O

On one fateful day during the spring

of 2016, Haylee slid into Jayda’s DM’s

to ask her to meet for brunch.

 

We shared a mutual friend in the

creative community and instantly

connected over our love for poetry,

storytelling and building safe spaces

among Asian Womxn.

 

After sharing our stories and passions

over delicious Yemen food, we

continued to support one another in

various ways such as 

empowering each other to share their

poems at community open-mic 

events, connecting each other with

other Bay Area creatives,  and hyping

each other up on social media, as all

great friends do. 

 

Our desire to see the other flourish

as a creative was very clear. 

 

In the fall of 2018, Jayda asked Haylee

if she wanted to take their relationship

to the next level, and be her partner,

her creative partner. And thus we

birthed this beautiful podcast 5

months later!

 

dontsaysorrypodcast@gmail.com
www.dontsaysorrypodcast..com

OUR STORY

JAYDA

HAYLEE

Jayda is an advocate for first generation

students and former crisis counselor for

survivors of sexual assault.  In both her roles

as a college advisor or crisis counselor,

Jayda creates supportive spaces for folks to

share personal experiences and move

forward in their respective journey. 

 

As a writer, she uses poetry to showcase the

type of vulnerability she feels the world

needs and is excited for Don’t Say Sorry to

be a platform to continue sharing stories of

sexuality, relationships and healing.

Haylee believes in the transformative healing

power of storytelling. Her personal and

professional work over the last decade as a

facilitator, organizer and marketing events

manager has been to amplify stories from

poc, nbpoc and immigrant communities. 

 

A storyteller by passion, Haylee is finally ready

to share her own and is excited to do so as a

co-host on the Don’t Say Sorry Podcast.


